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“...There’s a way to catch your dreams without falling asleep...”

“There is a way to be yourself I assure you this,
There’s a way to catch your dreams without falling asleep...
There is a light to all this darkness if only we,
Fight against them telling us how we should be.”
- Seinabo Sey, Younger
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1. History

At the age of 17 I left for Italy, leaving Canada for the first time. In
my university studies, I learned a lot about Venetian architecture and
tourism from a Canadian studies course on cultural landscapes and
cultural identity.
In Venice, the number of locals living there is now heavily outweighed
by tourists. In Canada, we face similar pressures in municipalities
trying to diversify and reinvent themselves after decades of relying on
one industry.
This piece is one of four watercolors that takes the silhouettes of
notable figures in a specific country and fills them with symbols of each
country’s progression and history.
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Whether I travel to other countries, or learn about them from Canada, it is important
for me to draw connections to what happens abroad. These parallels could happen here
where I have more influence as a Canadian.
Western Canada has been in quite the economic crisis and it’s affecting everyone
from the big cities that I live in like Edmonton, to small municipalities.
Crowsnest Pass, AB, Golden, BC, and Valemount, BC
are example municipalities in various
stages of redevelopment.

Alternative Fuel
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I projected two historic paintings on top of each other and began tracing some of their lines. The result is seen in an abstract form not
at all resembling the original two images. The bottom six images are close-ups taken from three different perspectives within the work.
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Exercise in drawing the same object in precedent styles.
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2. Backgrounds of Expression
There is a lineage of thinking in my work in which I explore
objects in imaginary planes rather than the real world.
Process: obscuring and washing out backgrounds to bring
objects to the foreground.
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3. Synesthesia

Communication permeates all life —music, language, architecture. In the process, senses can be crossed.
Synesthesia was the theme of a workshop with Visual Arts Carleton (art club). Different styles of music
were played for 20 - 40 minutes. These two abstracts were the result of my 40 minute exercises.
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4. Sketchbook
Layers are imbued with context; they carry embedded
messages of narration and code.
Top right : View of downpour from within a train window.
Bottom right: Eraser drawing technique on charcoal.
Montréal interpretation composed of elements from
various parts of the city.*
When I reopened my sketchbook I was pleased to find a
newly finished page. Excess charcoal from my depiction
of Montréal had rubbed off and left an interesting ghosted
imprint. The new page more adequately reflects the fleeting
memory I was trying to capture in my initial drawing.
* The drawing in the photograph is the image on the right.
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I adhered two maps to pages in my sketchbook (left). One map denotes water, the other, land. The second map in place
of water signifies that though we cannot walk on water, the knowledge it keeps is still accessible. Landmarks are plotted
with my route connected by an invisible line of glue. The transparent line elevates my path on the map, only noticed
when grazed by one’s fingers.
Problem: I revealed the glue line with charcoal however the other textures on my map were also highlighted (right).
Solution: Using a modern map allowed me to enlarge and isolate the path walked (series on the next page).
The different sheets are the result of different strokes taken with the charcoal.
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5. Musical Language

Art and architecture can be experienced in many ways —you can walk through it, live in it, see, touch, and hear it.
Here, a weekend walk through Montréal has been translated into a musical score, as a basis for more creative research work.
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6. Decorative Pitcher

Study of a wooden pitcher in which I explored the concepts of
shape and form via collage, drawing, painting, and photography.
I used the extra photos from my shoot of the decorative pitcher
as the basis of this collage.
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While creating concept drawings of the pitcher I produced an image that resembled the head and beak of a bird, this became my inspiration for a later project.
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The wooden pitcher photographed within biomorphic built
environments to echo the organic qualities of its
material composition.
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7. Nest
Created a model of unique materials for Studio First. After several
sketches and 3D paper models I stacked and placed them beneath
a new sheet of paper. I then began tracing some lines and leaving
others. When satisfied, I erased everything leaving only indents in the
page. Finally, I used different sized charcoal to reveal the markings.
The distorted version is a photoshop rendering (bottom right).
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Every nest has a story, what is mine?

Through the experiments seen here I tried to imagine what the model was before its current condition.
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My nest embedded in different places throughout Ottawa to see how
its presence and absence affects the existing context.
Currently, my model remains on display at the Azrieli School of
Architecture and Urbanism (photo on the right).
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Assembly of materials —examining what contexts
were created within.
The cover page and final page are part of this series.
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The images above are stills taken from a video I recorded of Hog’s Back Falls in Ottawa. Filming from the perspective of a bird living in my
nest inspired my poem, How do you pinch a cloud? as well as the name of Nest for my model. I positioned my lens in a hole in my model.

How do you
a cloud?
How
dopinch
you
pinch a cloud?
I am the little bird who lives in a cloud way up high in the sky.

I cannot swim but the sound of the rushing falls gives my life meaning.

My nest is a cloud, caught between two trees made and nurtured with care
until at once it became my home. Five weeks of waiting, testing, and growing,
I watched —observing from afar.

I will never be able to experience surviving being fully submerged in
the waterfall but I can hear it crashing down. This is as close as I will get
to the falls. From a little hole in my nest I can see, I can hear, I can live.

Analysis, study and reflection all necessary to get to this place. My nest is soft, My nest is my home.
but has a strong base upon which burrells, leaves and grass were continuously
added.
My nest is also versatile, created with the intent to move, allowing for optimal
vantage points. Today I am in my nest at Hog’s Back Falls. From here I can see
all I need to see. I can hear all I need to hear.
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Thank you
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